Location
coastal by nature

Welcome to Powell River
Located on British Columbia’s Sunshine Coast, Power River offers an
amazing mixture of nature, culture and industry. The region has become a
hotspot for businesses, families, and retirees relocating from centres across
North America and the world.
Here you will find friendly locals, unique neighbourhoods, opportunities
and a wide variety of events and art venues to keep you entertained. Neatly
tucked into BC’s coastline and mere hours from Vancouver by car or minutes
by plane, Powell River is an attractive option for those seeking to capitalize
on a growing community with constantly expanding opportunities.

Major Cities Distance
							
			 				
		

Vancouver
Victoria
Seattle
Portland
Calgary

172 km
258 km
398 km
677 km
1,141 km

106 mi
160 mi
247 mi
420 mi
708 mi

LATITUDE: 49° 52.800’N
LONGITUDE: 124° 33.000’W

www.powellriver.info/liveinvest/
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Climate
The City of Powell River is located on the Sunshine Coast, and some of the most rich and fertile land in British
Columbia. Located just over 130 km from Vancouver, BC, Powell River is surrounded by forest, mountains, and
many freshwater bodies of water and is part of the coastal mountain range. With the Pacific Ocean to its west, the
region enjoys a temperate climate.
The mild winters bring plenty of precipitation, but less than 32 cm of show, on average, keeping the area green
year round. Annual precipitation is almost 1,400 mm. The average winter temperature (Dec – March) is 5C, while
the summer (June – September) averages a mild 17C. Fittingly for the Sunshine Coast, there is an average of
1900 hours of sunlight yearly.
Minimum
Average
Maximum
2°C / 36°F 4°C / 39°F 6°C / 43°
13° / 55°F 18° / 64°F 22° / 72°

January temperatures
July temperatures
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